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day at a given point.
The detector unit that has been developed consists of a pack of

10 Oxalid* papers 1 inch square, stapled together on one edge.
The Perspex filter of the same size was placed over the pack,
which was then wrapped in a piece of aluminium cooking foil 3
inches square. A quarter -inch hole in the ,foil was placed
centrally over the Perspex to restrict the passage of light to
a spot in the centre of each paper. Light received by the pack
is assessed from the number of fully exposed and partially ex-
posed papers. The method lends itself to assessment of partially
exposed papers by colorimetric methods, but a visual comparison
against a standard series has been found successful.
When calibrated against à Kipp* solarimeter, it was found that

the number of papers penetrated, plus those partially exposed,
was directly proportional to the logarithm of the integrated
light energy received by the solarimeter. Although the active
spectrum of the paper is only 3,400.to 3,600 Angstrom units,
under cloudless conditions this was proportional to the total
infra - red visible ultra- violet spectrum measured by the solari-
meter. If cloud cover is present, the papers tend to overesti-
mate total radiation, but this does not invalidate comparisons
made at the same time within the one site.
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CHESTERFORD MINI -LOG SPRAYER MARK 1

1. Introduction - The Chesterford Mini -Log sprayer has been
designed to extend the principles incorporated in the
Chesterford Logarithmic Sprayer to situations where the
latter cannot readily be utilized. Where only small
quantities of chemical and small plot areas are available,
or where the terrain is uneven and of difficult access, the
Mini -Log is admirably suitable. Although simply constructed,
the Mini -Log is a precision instrument for accurate evalua-
tion of experimental pesticides.

2. Mini -Log description

(a) General - The Mark I Mini -Log sprayer is a portable
shoulder -slung machine with a two -jet hand- lance.

(b) Specification and performance
(i) Jets Bray size 'O' (catalogue No. 733 or 846),

matched output.

Approx. output at 30 p.s.i. (2.1 kg /cm2) = 0.19 g.p.m.
= 14.4 cc /sec.

* Trade name
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(ii) Filters Teè -jet 100 -mesh, behind nozzles.
(iii) Volume of application - Approximately 28 Imp. gal/

- acre, at l yd /sec, at 30 lb p.s.i. (approximately
314 litres/hectare).at lm /sec and 2.1 kg /cm2.

(iv) Plot length - Approximately 20 yards (20 m) at above
speed and pressure.

(v) Swath' width - 3 feet (1.0 m), nozzle 18 in. (i m)

above crop. ..

(vi) Half- dosage distance = Approximately 3 yards for
small concentrate bottle; approximately 5.¡ yards
for large concentrate bottle, at above speed and
pressure. .

Container- Final
Standard. Capacity Concentration
'Crowner' (approximate)

Cap .

Diluent bottle.. 600 ml (approx.
1.Imp. pt)

.

Concentrate 1 200 ml (approx.. 1 /12th

0.35.Imp. pt) original

Concentrate 2 112 ml.(approx. 1 /100th

0.2,Imp..pt) original

In the Mini -Log, air :pressure is the motive force
driving the chemical solution or suspension from the
concentrate bottle by pressure:on the liquid (usually
.water) in the diluent bottle. The design.of the inlet
jet into the concentrate bottle ensures the rapid
complete mixing which is essential for proper logarithmic
dilution.
The Mini -Log has been shown to be suitable for use with

solutions and with commercially available wettable powder
formulations. .

How far logarithmic dilution proceeds depends mainly on
the ratio of the large (diluent) to small (concentrate)
bottle. With the bottles supplied with this machine,' it
is possible to arrive at 1 /12th or 1 /100th of the
original concentration. The plot length is limited by
the amount of diluent carried. The full bottle of .

diluent will last at the suggested operating pressure
for 22 -23 seconds.

(c) Pressurized air supply - Air pressurizing equipment is
not supplied with the Mini -Log sprayer. In use, however,
a supply of compressed air will be needed to provide up
to 85 lb p.s.i. (5.9 kg /cm2), and may be obtained from
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either a high - pressure cylinder, a portable compressor,
or from a good - quality, two -stage foot pump as normally
recommended for high - pressure commercial tyres.

3.. Field practice
(a) Constant speed - When spraying with a calibrated machine,

the most important source of error is variation in
forward speed.

In order to maintain a steady forward speed, it has
been found most useful to have an assistant with a stop-
watch clearly calling out the seconds, the operator con -
trolling his paces accordingly. One yard (m) markers
along the plot are useful in first calibrating walking
speed. With experience, it will soon be found that the
markers and assistant can be dispensed with.

(b) Plots per air charge With careful air conservation,
two plots each approximately 20 yards long can be sprayed
from the original 80 lb p.s.i. charge in the air cylinder.
At the start of a plot, the pressure in the air

cylinder must not be below 60 lb p.s.i. (4.2 kg /cm2), or
operating pressure will fall below 30 lb p.s.i. (2.1 kg/
cm2) during the run.

4. Possible modifications For more accurate usage, the machine
can be mounted on a trolley.
The attachment of a supporting wheel or plumb -line will

standardize height above crop.
Any nozzle change makes recalibration necessary, and it

is essential that the output of the nozzles on the boom
should be matched to within + 1 %.
The Mini -Log can also be used as a normal sprayer by

dispensing with the concentrate bottle and connecting the
hand -lance to the diluent bottle filled with appropriate
solution.


